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and " is, and will be known to be, an absolute monarch in his
school," are other petsuasive examples fiom this humane book.
Samuel        Passing ovci  Cleveland, the  Cavalier poet, who wiote three
lengthy characteis which he appiopi lately desciibed as "anatomy
sarcastic^ ^ lccturcSj^ anj which were for the most part embittered criticisms
of his foes, we come to one in the same camp whose analyses of
character take high rank foi their wit and geneial ability, though
they digress widely fiom the Thcophiastian highway. The
Characters of Samuel Butler (? 1612-1680), author of Hudibras,
were not published during his lifetime, but appeared for the first time
in R. Thyer's edition of The Genuine Remains in Verse and Prose of
Mr Samuel Butler (1759). In the second volume were included
some bundled and twenty characters, which have recently been
augmented by about sixty more, and a series of "Miscellaneous
Observations and Reflections on various Subjects," previously
unpublished.1 Butler adopts the manner and the dimensions of the
essay, not the Baconian, but the longer essay soon to be familiar in
Tatters and Spectators. And he stnkes the attitude throughout of
the cross-giained and disgruntled misanthrope. No ideal examples
intrude to relieve the incessant bitterness. In the steady flaying oi
human follies, \ices and pretences, Butler far outdoes the most
savage Elizabethan ccnsoi of manners. Well might he have taken
as his motto one of his own "Sundry Thoughts" — "There are
more fools than knaves in the world, else the knaves would not have
enough to live upon," or his fuller statement of the same doctrine :
The reason why fools and knaves thrive better in the world than
wiser and honester men, is because they are nearer to the genera]
temper of mankind, which is nothing but a mixture of cheat and folly
which those that understand and mean better cannot comply with
but entertain themselves with another kind of fools' paradise oJ
what should be, not what is ; while those that know no better tak(
naturally to it, and get the start of them a
" A	In this spirit he writes of " A Modern Politician " :
Modern
p0lh	He believes there is no way of thriving so easy and certain as t<
tlclan "	grow rich by defrauding the public ; for public thieveries are mon
1 S.  Butler, Characters   and  Passages  from Note-Book^   ed.   A.  R.   Waller
Cambridge, 1908.
a Characters^ p  276 :  "Miscellaneous Observations," etc.

